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Number Name Description Benefit / Value

1 Approvals

The ability to add approvers to review a job listing and enable 

them to be able to approve and reject the request.

Email notifications are sent to approvers when a job is available 

to:

- approve

- re-approve, if further information is provided.

Email notifications are sent to the job listing creator when an 

approver rejects a job.   

Employers can carry out their approval process in the system, 

instead of offline.

2 End recruitment

The ability to mark a job as complete when all the applicants 

are in one of the following statuses:

- Offer rejected

- Offer withdrawn

- Contract accepted

- Contract rejected

No further action can be taken on the job.

Users will be able to re-use the job listing for future recruitment 

campaigns.

Employers can mark their recruitment as completed, enabling 

users to know which stage their jobs are at.



3 Continuous improvement

Various improvements to the service, including:

- Help and Support / Contact detail updates to the employer and 

applicant hubs

- The ability to hide the cookie banner when moving to another 

screen in the service

- Confirmation page for the NHS BSA Admin user, when adding 

a user to an employer account for the first time

- Review of service for the way radio buttons are displayed 

throughout

- Removing duplicate entries in the Area of Work list

- CSAT survey feedback link added to the interview 

confirmation page

- Validation on the contract rejection reason page

- Safeguarding improvements to highlight to the employer if any 

applicants have declared information on their application.

- Criminal conviction improvements, bringing the service in line 

with legislation changes and NHS Employers guidance.

Content updates:

- to additional criteria section of the person specification.

The system is updated and improved based on user feedback 

and business need, ensuring users are able to carry out the 

recruitment process.



4 Bug fixes

Various bug fixes within the service:

- Removing the Page Not Found screen for a recruiting 

manager when trying to get back to the dashboard after viewing 

the employer hub

- Error message presented on an optional field

- Error message updated for when a date is in the past

- Enable 0 hours to be displayed in details of the conditional job 

offer page viewed by the applicant

- Contract type now displayed in the preview of a job advert for 

employers

- Design amendments

- Advert and job description boxes to be displayed in the correct 

format 

- Cookie alert border colour corrected

- Increasing the gap between text and Yes / No options on the 

page

- Amending capitalised letters to lower case where required on 

the Check you advert page

- Incorrect colour of text in the create your advert pages after an 

error was generated
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